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Recursive matching algorithms based on two standard recursions in the subset 
lattice are analyzed and shown to produce the same explicit matching function ‘p. 
It is shown that for a large class of linear orders on the subset lattice the mapping 
defined recursively by matching in order subsets of size I to first available subsets 
of size I + 1 is a matching in the lattice and equals p. 
INTRODUCTION 
We represent the set of subsets of m = {I, 2,..., m> by the set C” of all 
strictly increasing sequences a1 **. o/~ fromm. Cl” denotes all such sequences 
of fixed length p = 1. Let v : Cm + Cm u Cm+l be defined by q~(o1~ a.* 01~) = 
% ... %(% + 1) %+1 .*. 012, where t is the largest i, i = 0, l,..., I, for which 
ai - 2i is minimal (assume (Y,, = 0). A standard combinatorial interpretation 
of the recursion 1 Cm 1 = 2 1 Cm-l 1 produces a matching of C’” with sym- 
metric chains. Likewise, a natural combinatorial interpretation of the recur- 
sion I C,” I = CT=“=, I C;Z.. I produces a recursive matching procedure for Cm. 
In each case we exploit these combinatorial interpretations to prove directly 
that the resulting matching is the same as the restriction of the above mapping 
y to the set q+(P) C Cm. 
Consider any linear order on Cm which has the property that for any 
4 % ... 01~ is less than or equal to fll ... & whenever ai < pi for all i (i.e., a 
linear order compatible with function partial order). For each 1 consider the 
mapping constructed from this linear order by matching in order each 
element of Cl” to the first available element of C$ which contains it (as a set). 
We show that this mapping defines a matching on Cm and again this matching 
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equals v restricted to y-l(C?). Both lexicographic and colexicographic order 
on CL” are compatible with function partial order on CLm. These results give 
alternative proofs and additional insights into some results of Aigner [l] on 
lexicographic matching in the lattice of subsets. Aigner studied the matching 
properties of the map v in connection with a problem of finding explicit 
matching functions in the set lattice proposed by Alan Hoffman. In particular, 
Aigner shows, by working directly with the function v, that (1) qnL , the 
function g, restricted to @(Cm), is a matching in C”, (2) by ordering CLm 
lexicographically for each I and by matching in lexicographic order each 
element of C11)1 to the first available element of cl”,1 a matching in C” is 
obtained, and (3) the matching y’na has symmetric chains. Theorem 1.2 gives 
a simultaneous proof of (1) and (3). Theorem 1.8 extends (2) from lexico- 
graphic order to any linear order compatible with function partial order. 
Theorem 2.5 and Theorem 2.6 analyze the natural recursive matching al- 
gorithm based on the recursion I CZVa / = CL, 1 Cf:t ] and show that we 
again obtain qrn . 
1. THE RECURSION 1 Cm [ = 2 / Cm-l I 
Partition Cm+l as Cm+l = Cm u Cm(m + 1). Here Cr”(m + 1) is the set 
obtained by adding m + 1 to each element 01~ *.. 01~ of Cm (denote the new 
element 01~ *.* al(m + 1)). Figure 1.1(a) shows C4 and Fig. 1.1(b) shows C4(5). 
This partition induces in a natural way a matching T, in C” with symmetric 
chains, considered by numerous authors (for example, deBruijn, Tengbergen, 
and Kruyswijk [2], Hansel [5], Greene and Kleitman [4]). 
(a) (b) 
FIG. 1.1. Subset lattice n = 5. (a) The matching 74 in subset lattice n = 4 with terminal 
nodes circled. (b) The matching 7p* in C4(5). Dotted lines represent joining of terminal 
nodes, broken line represents removal of line in the construction of 75 . 
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We define this matching T, in C”, n = 1, 2,... : Define T~( izr ) = 1. Given 
rm on Cm we define T,,,+~ on Cm+l. The matching T, induces in an obvious 
way a matching on Cm(m + 1) which we denote by T,* (see Fig. 1.1 for 
m = 4). The terminal nodes T(T,J of T,,, are the elements of C” which have 
maximal rank (cardinality) in their chains with respect to 7, . For example 
we see from Fig. l.la that T(TJ = (24, 34, 124, 134,234, 1234). Denote by 
T-(7,) the elements of Cm with rank one less than the maximal rank in their 
chain (T-(7,) = T;~(T(T~))). For example T(Q-~) = {14, 13, 23, 123). Define 
7,=+x by the following rules: 
(1) For 01~ ... al E Cm, let 7,+1(a1 ... 01~) = 01~ ... al(m + 1) if syl ... a2 E 
T(T,)  and T,(al ... al) otherwise. 
(2) For 0~~ ... 01~~~ E Cm, let T,+l(al ... olz-l(m + 1)) = ~,,,(a~ ... 01~~~) 
(m+l)ifa, ‘.. Q-1 4 T-(7,) u T(Tm). 
(3) The terminal nodes of T,+1 are the elements of (T-(7,,) U T(T~)) 
(nz + 1). 
These various cases are illustrated in Fig. 1.1. We know that for any even 
m the maximal rank row of the lattice Cm is at m/2 and for any odd m the 
maxima are at [m/2] and at [m/2] + 1. Using this information, a simple 
induction shows that T,,+1 so defined is a matching and has symmetric chains. 
We must show that for all m, 7, = vrn, where y, is the restriction of 9) to 
the set (p-l(Cm). 
First we make some remarks about the set @(Cm) which is the domain of 
v,,, . Consider 01~ ... 01~ E Cm. Let 7 denote the largest i such that ai - 2i is 
minimal. Let d = D(~ - 2t. Note that t < I or 01~ < m implies that d < m - 21 
and, conversely, d < m - 21 implies that t < 2 or (Ye < m. Thus we may 
characterize the domain of 9n as those CQ ... IX& E Cm which satisfy either 
(1) t < I or 01~ < m or (2) d < m - 21, where t and d are defined as above. 
Thus 01~ ... 01~ E C” is a terminal node of yrn if and only if d = m - 21. We use 
this fact in the following theorem. 
1.2. THEOREM. For all n > 1, yn = T ,  . Thus q~,, is a matching in C’” with 
symmetric chains. 
Proof. First we make an observation: If a1 ... 01~~~ E 0” is in the domain 
ofv,,letd=min(i:cui-2i,i=l ,..., I - l}and t = max{i : ai - 2i = 8,. 
If d’ and t’ are the corresponding quantities for yn(al ... (Y&..~) = cyl’ ... cyL’ 
then d’ = d - 1 and t’ > t. We use this fact below. 
The proof is by induction. Clearly qI = T1 . Assume q+ = Tk for k < m. 
We wish to show that (P~+~ and T,+1 agree on Cm+l. As above we write 
Cm+l = Cm u Cm(m + 1). Partition Cm into three disjoint sets, C”’ = A u 
B V C. C = T(rm) = T(v,) is the set of terminal nodes of p),,, = TnL . 
B = T-{T~} = T-(q+,J = cp;‘(T(qJ). Finally A = Cm - (C u B). We show 
in turn that ymfl = T,,+1 on (A u I?), C, A(m + 1), and (B u C)(m t t): 
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Case 1. A u B. On this set T,+~ = 7, and rp’n+l = vrn so ~,+r = T,,,+~ by 
the induction hypothesis. 
Case 2. C. Since CL& = m < m + I we have by the definition of ~)~~+r 
that G+A~~ ... uLplrn) = 01~ ... ol,-,m(m + I). Since a, ... oll-lm is a terminal 
node of v,,, = 7, we have by definition of 7,+, that ~,+~(o1~ ... al_lm) = 
cd1 ... cxL-lm(m + 1) also. 
Case 3. A(m + 1). Let a1 ... n l_l(m + 1) be in A(m + 1). We show that 
d < (m $ 1) - 21 which implies that q)m+l(oll ... q(m + 1)) = y1~(~1~ ... 0~~~~) 
(m + 1) == T,,C~ ... 012-1)(m A- 1) == T,+~(cQ ... qJrn + 1)). By definition 
of the set A, ym(‘q ... alpl) 4 T(ym) so d’ = d - 1 < m - 21 = (m + 1) - 
21-lsod<(m+I)-221. 
Case 4. (B u C)(m + 1). Suppose 01~ .*. a,-,(m + 1) E (B w C)(m + 1) 
and hence is a terminal node of T,+~ . Weshowthat(m+l)-2l,<dand 
hence that cyr ... NE-l(m + 1) is also a terminal node of q)na+l . By definition 
of B and C either q,( cyl ... 01~~~) E T(v,), in which case d’ = d - 1 = m - 21 
or (Ye ... (yLP1 E T(y,), in which case d = m - 2(1 - I). In either case d 2 
(m + 1) - 21. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.2. 
1.3. Remark. Consider ,$ ... /32+1 E C”. It is easy to show that if j B 1 
where ,j = min{i : & - 2i is minimal) then pj-r = pj - 1 and j - 1 = 
max{i : cy( ~ 2i is minimal}, where 01~ ... 01~ = PI ... /3-1/3j+I ... /?J~+~ . Thus 
Bl “’ 13211 E Image ym if and only if j > 1 or equivalently, & - 2i < 0 for 
some i == I..... 1 + 1. If PI ... P2+r E Image ~~~ then &‘#I1 ... fil+r) = 
Bl “’ Pj-lPb.1 “’ BL+l 3 where j = min{i : fli - 2i is minimal}. We use this 
fact below. 
I .4. Remark. The result that pj% is a matching with symmetric chains was 
proved by Aigner [l, pp. 189-191, 193-1941 by a direct verification of the 
matching properties of vn 
Another version of an explicit characterization of the map r, has been 
given by Greene and Kleitman (and independently by Leeb) [4]. To illustrate 
their procedure consider the subset 13489 contained in 12345678910. Replace 
elements of the subset by right parentheses and replace all other elements by 
left parentheses: )())((())(. Following the usual rules for pairing parentheses, 
pair off all of those right parentheses which can be associated with a unique 
left parenthesis: 
n-n (’ (‘0’) ‘( 
12345678910 
This leaves a string of unpaired right parentheses followed by a string of 
unpaired left parentheses. The element 7-V 13489) is obtained by changing the 
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rightmost unpaired right parenthesis to a left parenthesis (thus removing 4 
from 13489 to get 1389), and T(13489) is obtained by changing the leftmost 
unpaired left parenthesis to a right parenthesis (thus T(13489) = 134589). By 
Theorem 1.2 this procedure agrees with 9. In the above example oli - 2i is 
minimal for i = 3 (unique in this case). Thus @(13489) = 1389 (Remark 1.3) 
and ~(13489) = 134589. As remarked in the introduction, it was also shown 
by Aigner [l, pp. 192-1931 that by ordering C” lexicographically and by 
recursively matching in order each element of Cl” to the first available 
element of Cz., we obtain exactly the matching yn . We next consider this 
question. 
1.5. DEFINITION. Let a1 ... aLI and fll ... /3, E Clm. If at < /$ for t = l,..., 1 
we write cil ..a (Ye < /3, ..* /3& . This relation is a partial order on C,*’ which we 
call standard function partial order on Clm. 
Consider any linear order < on Cc” or C, = lJm C21n which satisfies the 
following axiom. 
1.6. AXIOM C. If a1 ... 01~ < fil ... p1 then CX~ ... 01~ < p1 ... &. We shall 
call such a linear order compatible with function partial order or simply com- 
patible. 
A linear order on C or Cm *will be called compatible with function partial 
order if its restriction to CE or CEm, I = 1, 2,..., is compatible. 
1.7. DEFINITION. Let < denote a linear order on 0”. We define &,, 
recursively (wrt < ): 
(a) h, is defined on Cl”‘& in linear order beginning with the first string 
(wrt <). 
(b) L(a, ..* al) = /3, ... /3l+l where fl, a*. /I,+, is smallest (wrt <) 
among all 6, ..f 8,+, > a1 ... CQ such that &Jr1 ... rl) # 6, ... a,+, for any 
Yl ... y2 < a1 ...~1and6,...S,+,~Cln+l. 
(c) If no such /3, ... pl+r exists, X, is not defined on 01~ ... LX~ .
It is easily seen that there are linear orders not compatible with function 
partial order on C” for which X, = qrn . We have, however, the following 
theorem: 
1.8. THEOREM If < is a compatible linear order on Cm then h, = vm . 
ProoJ The proof is by induction. Note that L(m) = ia,( @a). Assume 
that X,(6, ... 6,) = $m(81 ... 8,) whenever q < 1 and whenever q = I and 
01~. We show that L,(oI~ ... CL~) = &(cx, .I. CQ). Evidently, 
Write X,((Y, *.. IXJ =>, ..* flt+l. If 01~ - 2i is minimal at i = t (hen& 
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i 
t - 2t < 01,, - 2 . 0 = 0) and p < t then &+, - 2(t + 1) = (CQ - 2t) - 
< 0 so /cl1 ... /31+1~ Image qrn by Remark 1.3. We consider ~;‘(j3, ... /Il+& 
Let j = min(i : & - 2i is minimal). Since & = ai , i = l,..., p, we have 
Pi - 2i > /A+, - 2(t + 1) for i = I,..., p. Thus j >p. For j = p + 1, 
j3j - 2j = (a, + 6) - 2(p + 1) = (a, - 2p) + (6 - 2) > (at - 2t) - 2 = 
/3t+1 - 2(t + 1) so in factj > p + 1. Thus 
Considering 
by Axiom C, ~;‘(/3i .. . pl+J < (Ye a.. 01~ . Thus by our induction hypothesis, 
X,(cp;‘(/$ ... /31,,)) = p1 ‘.. /I,+1 has already been used ifp < t. 
Suppose now that p > t. If t = I and 01~ = m then a1 ... aII $ domain vrn 
and for any 6 >O,ol, ... al(al + 6) $4 Cm so by Definition 1.7 0~~ ... 01~ 6 
domain h, . Otherwise, by termwise comparison and Axiom C we see that 
qhn(q ... %) = a1 .‘. 4% + 1) %+1 ... 01~ < pi ... /31+1 . By the induction 
hypothesis F,( 01~ ... al) is available so ~,(a, ... iyJ = h,(cu, ... aI). This 
completes the proof of Theorem 1.8. 
One natural way to construct linear orders on Cl”’ that are compatible with 
function partial order is to start with some permutation u of (1, 2,..., 11. 
Define 01~ ..’ ~1~ < /I1 ... PI if the first t such that CY~(~) # Pact) satisfies a,(,) < 
,&,ul. Lexicographic and colexicographic orders are of this type. It is easily 
seen that not all compatible linear orders on C,” are of this type, however. 
Any such family of linear orders ( G1 , Cznc) can be pieced together to give a 
linear order on C” in a variety of ways (for example, CQ ... CY~ < /3i ... /$ 
if t < t’ or as is done in standard dictionaries). Indeed Theorem 1.8 could 
equally well have been stated for families (<, , Ctm) of compatible linear 
orders. 
In the next section we relate this material to recursive algorithms based on 
the recursion I C,*” j = Cy==, I C,“_;’ j . 
2. THE RECURSION 
Let CI” be as in Section 1. 
Let B(I, k) C Clm denote all a1 ... ~i~ such that 01~ = k. Thus 
CIm = (JF=‘=, B(Z, k). There is a natural bijection between B(Z, k) and CF:: 
which gives rise immediately to the recursion [ Czm 1 = Cz=‘=, 1 Cl”_;’ / and 
which suggests a recursive matching algorithm: Proceed recursively by 
attempting to match B(I, k) -+ B(I + 1, k) using the identification between 
B(I, k) and CE”_; That is, if (Ye ... aL-,k E B(1, k) and if we have already defined 
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a matching 01~ ... 01&-r + 01~’ ... 01~‘, we might try to match 01~ 3.. al-,k -+ 
% ’ .** ol,‘k. If this attempt fails (01~’ ... q’k already used or 01~’ = k) then 
match 01~ ... cu,-,k + cyl ... oll-,k(k + 1). 
We describe this basic algorithm as follows. 
2.1. ALGORITHM. For each I and k define a subset J(I, k) C B(I, k) and 
a map pz, pz : W, W ---t B(1 + 1, k) u B(I + 1, k + l), recursively by 
the following rules: 
(I) f= o11a2 ... azeIk E J(!, k) if either 
(a> a1 ... azpl E J(2 - 1, k - 1) or 
(9 ~z-d~, ... aI-,) E J(l, k - 1). 
(2) Pz(f) = (111012 ... ~,k(k + 1) for fEJ(I, 4 and pdf) =P~-~ 
(a1 ... azel) k = 01~’ ... c&cq’k for f $ J(Z, k). 
(3) For all k > 1, J(0, k) = o and J(0, 0) = {ia}. Define P,,( (21) = 1. 
Remark. If 1 = 1 then we identify oil ... 011-I with the empty set % . 
For example, to find J(l, k), k 3 1, note that 1 E J(1, 1) by 1 - a above, 
2 E J(1, 2) by 1 - b, and J(l, k) = 0 fork > 2. ThusP,(l) = 12,P1(2) = 23, 
PI(k) = lk for k > 2. To find J(2, k), k Z 2, note that J(2, 2) = { 12} by 
1 - a, J(2, 3) = {13,23} by first 1 - b then 1 - a, J(2,4) = (24, 34}, and 
J(2,k) = a,k>5. 
From Algorithm 2.1 it is clear that Pz : Cz + Cz+, is a matching. We shall 
show in fact that (1) Pz : C,” --j Cpb, and is a matching whenever 21+ 1 < m, 
and (2) CG, C Image P z , m < 21+ 1, and hence p;l is well defined and is a 
match from Cc, to Czmform <2Z+ 1. 
Furthermore, if we define P : C --f C (where C is all strictly increasing 
sequences of finite length) by P(cx~ ... 01~) = ~~(01~ ... aZ) and define P(“) = 
P 1 P-l(C?), then we show that p = F and thus Pcrn) = qm . Finally we give a 
proof of the symmetry of p independent of the results in Section 1. 
We begin by showing that Pz : Czm -+ C$ whenever 21+ 1 < m and thus 
is a matching. To this end we characterize the set J(I, k). 
For any I, if al...azECz, then let dz = min{cui - 2i / i = l,..., I> and if 
LLz(% ... 011) = cY1’ ... LY;+l , let d,’ = min{ol,’ - 2i 1 i = I,..., I + I}. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let (Ye ... 01~-~01~ E B(Z, k), where 01~ = k. Then 
(A) (P) d,’ = dz - 1, 
09 <Q> 011 ... olz_lk E J(l, k) if and only lf k - 21 = dz . 
Proof. Let P(1) mean “P is true for I” and Q(I, k) mean “Q is true for /and 
k”. It is easily verified that we have P(l), Q(1, k), and Q(Z, I). Fix I and k and 
assume P(Z - I), Q(l - 1, k - I), and Q(I, k - 1). 
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We first show k - 21 < d,-, if and only if either (1) k - 21 = d,-, - 1 and 
a,~,=k-l,or(2)k-21=d~~landol,‘=k-l. 
The “if” part is trivial. To show “only if” note that since k - 21 < d,-, and 
k > 01~~~ + 1 we must have k - 21 = d,-, - 1 or k - 21 = d,-, . If k - 21= 
d,-, - 1 then if 01~~~ <k - I, we have 01~~~ - 2(1 - 1) <(k - 1) - 
2(/ - 1) = d,-, . a contradiction. Since 01~ = k, we must have cx-r < k - 1 
and hence aEel r= k - 1. On the other hand, if k - 2/ = d,-, and if 01~’ < 
k -- 1, we have q’ ~ 21 <k - 1 - 21 = d,-, - 1 = d,‘-, by P(I - I), a 
contradiction. Furthermore, if k ~ 21 = d,-, and if aI’ > k - 1 then al’ = k 
and so 01~ ... q-,EJ(I--I,k-I). ByQ(l-I,k-I), az-1-2(1-l)= 
k - 1 - 2(1 - I) = &-, , contradicting k - 21 = dip, . Thus, q’ = k - 1. 
We now show Q(1, k) by showing 01~ ... ol,_,k E J(/, k) if and only if either 
(‘1) pr (2) above are satisfied. We have 01~ ... ol,-,k E J(1, k) if and only if 
... at-1 E J(I - 1, k - 1) or ~L-,(~, ... U~-~) E J(Z, k - 1). But clll ... 01~-i E 
;:I - 1, k - I) if and only if aLP1 = k - 1 and k - 1 - 2(1 - 1) 1 dlel 
(by Q(Z - 1, k - l)), i.e., 01~~~ = k - 1 and k - 21 = dzel - 1. Also 
pL1-l(cfI ‘.’ q--1) = OLl’ ... EL’ E J(/, k - 1) if and only if 01~’ = k - 1 and 
k - 1 - 21 = di’_, (by Q(Z, k - 1)) = dLpl - 1 (by P(I - I)), i.e., 01~’ = k - 1 
and k - 21 = d,-, . 
We now use P(I - 1) and Q(i, k), which we have now proved, to prove 
P(1). If N1 “. ar-&- E J(I, k) then k - 21 = dl by Q(l, k). But then dL’ = 
min{d,,(k+l)-2(1+1)}=min{d,,d,-l}=dl-1. 
If 011 ..’ a,-,k $ J(Z, k) then dl’ = min{d,‘-, , k - 2jl + 1)) = min{dL-, - 1, 
k - 21- 2) by P(1 - 1). But k - 2Z> dl = d,-, by Q(/, k). Thus, d,’ = dl - 1. 
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.2. 
Thus we may now show that q~ = p. 
THEOREM 2.3. p = F, i.e., ~(CQ ... al) = 01~ ... CQ(~ + 1) OI~+~ ... q, where 
t = largest i such that ai - 2i is minimum. 
Proof. By induction in 1. Clearly p = iii on strings of length 1. Suppose 
p = y for all strings of length less than 1. Tf cxl ... a,-,k E J(1, k) then k - 21 
is minimum and so ~(a, ... a,_,k) = a1 ... a,-,k(k + 1) = p(q ... al-,k). 
If Lx1 ... a,-,k $ J(/, k), thenp(ol, ... ol,_,k) = pL(o~~ ... aleI) k = ~(01~ ... aleI) k. 
But since k - 21 is not minimum, ~(01~ ... ol,-,k) = ~J(OI, ... CL-J k. This 
completes the proof of Theorem 2.3. 
Thus, p has all of the properties of y described in Section 1. In particular p 
defines a matching in Cm with symmetric chains. However, we now give 
proofs of these results independent of the results of Section 1. 
Remark 2.4. If 21 + 1 ,( m then m - 21 > I > min{cq - 2i 1 i = 0 ,..., I} 
for all a~i ... 0~~ E CL”‘. Thus by Theorem 2.2 Jf’l, m) = G. 
Remark 2.4 shows that p1 : CL”’ - Cri, and is a matching whenever 
21~ 1 <m. 
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THEOREM 2.5. If m < 21 + 1 then C El C Image pL and [ J(Z, m)j = 
c’t”, - L+d. 
Proof. We prove the first statement by induction on 1. It is clearly true 
forZ= 1. 
We write Cl” = lJlcsrn B(Z, k). We show B(Z + 1, k) LpI(B(Z, k) u B(Z, 
k - 1)) where k < m. Recall the identification between B(Z, k) and Cl”_;‘. If 
k = IIZ = 21 then by Remark 2.4 J(Z - 1, 21 - I) = %. Thus (ulP, matches 
C&l to CF’-’ and, since 1 C&l 1 = j Cf’-l 1 , this map is a surjection. In all 
other cases where k < m < 21 + lC:-’ C Image Z.L-~ by induction hypo- 
thesis. 
If & ‘.. PLk E B(Z + 1, k), then by the preceding paragraph there exists 
% ... ollmlk E B(Z, k) such thatpzP1(al ... (Y& = ,& ... ,8,. Ifpl(al ... LX-~ . k) = 
p1 ... bzk we are finished. If not, then a1 ... c+,k E J(Z, k). Thus, either (1) 
a1 ... CL~-~ EJ(Z - 1, k - 1) or (2) ~~-,(a?, ... LX-J E J(Z, k - I). If (1) then 
/3, = k, contradicting fll ... j3,k E B(Z + 1, k). If (2), then&-1(~1 ... 01~~~)) =
pL1--l(~l ... CK-J k = fil ... /3,k. Since pLel(cyl ... 01~~~) E J(Z, k - 1) C B(Z, k - I), 
we have our first result. 
From the above, we have / B(Z + I, k)l = 1 J(Z, k - l)l + / B(Z, k)l - 
/ J(Z, k)l for all k < m. Summing over k and applying the recursion I CLm / = 
CFwL, )C::t ~ yields 1 J(Z, m)/ = (7) - CIS). This completes the proof of 
Theorem 2.5. 
Remark 2.4 and Theorem 2.5 yield the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.6. The map pfn’) is a matching on Cm. 
We now show that the matching P(,~) gives symmetric chains. 
THEOREM 2.7. If c+ ‘.’ q E C”’ is such that p-l(~~ .. (Ye) = .a, then 
P w-21 (011 “’ NL) = NC’ ‘.. NkwL $,C1(cm), 
Proof. Note that 01~’ ... N&-~ $z.-~(P) if and only if (Ye’ ... C& E 
J(nz - 1. m). Also, ,L-~(cL~ ... CII~) = % if and only if d = min{ol, - 2i j i = 
O,..., I} = 0. Repeated applications of Theorem 2.2 A give d’ = min (01~’ -
2i j i = I ,..., IIZ - Z> = - (m - 21). Thus, b Theorem 2.2B, c,$,-~ = m if 
and only if No’ ... &-r E J(m - Z, &-1). 
If LX*’ “’ (Y;,-~ $ J(m - Z, 01;~r) then by the definition of CL, C& = CL~ < m. 
But by Theorem 2.2B, d’ < (~a-, - 2(m - Z) < m - 2(m - I) = d’, a 
contradiction. Thus, cyl’ *.. a;-1 E J(m - Z, L&J and so & = m. This 
completes the proof. 
To check whether or not a1 ... or,-,k E J(Z, k) we check the condition 
k - 21 < min{ari - 2i : i = l,..., Z - l}. This condition is easily seen to be 
equivalent to the condition 01~ > k - 2(Z - i) for i = l,..., Z - 1. Thus 
J(Z, k) = {I: f E B(Z, k), f(i) > k - 2(Z - i) i = I,..., Z - l}, where f = 
a1 ... LX-~Z<, f(i) = (Y~ . This latter interpretation makes possible an interesting 
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identification between J(Z, k) and a standard class of random walks in the 
plane. This identification gives another way of looking at the result / J(Z, k)l = 
(F) - (,.F1). Another proof that Z.L is a matching in Cm can be based on this 
identification. Figure 2.8 shows the region containing the graphs of the 
functions in .Z(Z, k). The functions in J(Z, k) are strictly increasing. Define 
q : J(Z, k) + J*(Z, ZC) by (qf)(t) =f(t) - t. This J*(Z, Zc) is the class of all 
nondecreasing functions in the region interior to OA’B’C’ shown in Fig. 2.9. 
If these functions are viewed with the line OP as ordinate and the line PQ as 
FIGURE 2.8 
FIGURE 2.9 
abscissa then J*(Z, ZC) becomes the set of all random walks in the plane that 
go from 0 to B’ and never touch the abscissa. The cardinality of this set is 
well known and easily obtained by the “reflection principle” [2]. If 0 has 
coordinates (0, a) and B has coordinates (n, b) (relative to the @, m 
coordinate system) then the standard result is that the number of such random 
walks is 
( (n + ,“- h)/2 1 ( - (I7 + a@-: h)/2 1 . 
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From Fig.2.9 we have n=(k-l)+l=k, a=(21-k)+l,b=l. 
Substituting in the above gives (f) - (&) as the cardinality of T*(I, k) and 
hence T(I, k). 
The number(y) - (&) for n > I > [n/2] is easily seen (directly or from the 
definition of J(I, n)) to represent the number of chains of the matching r, of 
length II - 2(n - I) = 21- K This fact has been used by several authors in 
connection with the enumeration of isotone Boolean functions [5-71. 
Note added inproof. The function y  attributed to Aigner was discovered also by M. Lewin 
(Math. Z. 124 (1972), 23-36). 
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